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Abstract

To enable a rapid‐acting antibacterial mechanism without the release of

biocidal substances, TiO2 catalysts have been considered based on the generation

of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Doping with dissimilar metals generates

electron‐hole pairs with narrow band gaps promoting the production of ROS.

Here, plasma technology is investigated to deposit Ag nano islets on defective

TiOx films, stabilized by plasma postoxidation suppressing Ag ion release.

Importantly, ROS generation is maintained upon storage in the dark yet with

diminishing efficacy; however,

it can be restored by exposure

to visible light. The rapid‐acting
antibacterial properties are

found to strongly correlate with

ROS generation, which can

even be maintained by func-

tionalization with hydrophobic

plasma polymer films. The cy-

tocompatible coatings offer

promising applications for im-

plants and other medical

devices.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Healthcare acquired infections (HAI) are a major bur-
den for patients and healthcare costs. A large part of
HAI is associated with percutaneous medical devices,
such as venous and urinary catheters, as well as
respiratory support devices, but many other external
interfaces in the clinical setting have to be considered as
well.[1,2] To reduce HAI, critical devices are equipped
with antibacterial properties, such as adding silver to
kill bacteria through the released Ag+ ions.[3] To allow
for biocompatible surfaces, that is, to maintain a silver
release below potential toxicity levels, tight control over
the amount of silver, its distribution, and chemical state
is required, which can be achieved by various plasma‐
based methods.[4–6] Yet, concerns exist about the use of
antibacterial releasing systems also related to different
and changing regulations, thus demanding for mini-
mally or nonleaching systems.[7] Metal oxide surfaces
generating reactive oxygen species (ROS) might provide
such antibacterial systems. For example, the use of TiO2

and/or ZnO‐born photocatalytic processes for their
antibacterial properties have been explored.[8,9] Photo-
excitation of the semiconductor catalyst promotes elec-
tron (e−) transfers from the valence band (VB) to the
conduction band (CB), leaving behind a positive hole
(h+), thus creating a specific electron‐hole pair that
exhibits redox properties.[10,11] At the catalytic surface,
strong oxidizing radicals can be generated when H2O
and O2 are present. Electron transfer to (dissolved)
O2 creates the superoxide anion, •O2

−, by oxygen re-
duction reactions at the CB, while H2O is oxidized by
holes at the VB to form hydroxyl radicals, •OH. These
short‐living radicals induce further ROS, such as singlet
molecular oxygen, 1O2, and hydrogen peroxide, H2O2,
by electron transfer or recombination.[12] Such species
efficiently oxidize proteins and lipids in an aqueous
environment, thus inactivating bacteria, as well as
fungi and viruses.[7,13–15]

The presence of oxygen vacancies in the metal oxide
materials as in defective TiO2 (also denoted as TiO2− x)
supports the separation of photoexcited charges since the
energy band gap becomes narrowed, thus promoting the
photocatalytic performance to generate ROS.[16] Mostly,
stabilized O vacancies, which are compensated by the
presence of Ti3+ centers, can be obtained by doping with
another semiconductor material generating electron‐hole
pairs with narrow band gaps.[17,18] The cocatalyst hinders
filling of oxygen vacancies and hydroxyl termination as
occurring on TiO2 due to the high reactivity of the
intermediates, •O2

− and •OH, and combined O2/H2O
reactions.[19]

Importantly, plasma processing promotes the forma-
tion of Ti3+ and O vacancies in nonstoichiometric TiOx
related to the ion bombardment during film growth when
deposited at low temperatures.[20–22] Furthermore, plasma
posttreatment was found to induce oxygen vacancies in
TiO2 either by using a reducing gas (H2 plasma) or an
oxidizing gas (air plasma).[23,24] Most of all, the use of
plasma processing to deposit TiO2 (or TiOx) as support
doped by another semiconductor material, such as Cu, Fe,
Co, or Ag oxides, enables the stabilization of the catalytic
metal oxide compound by retarding charge recombina-
tion.[15,24–26] As a consequence, not only O vacancies are
stabilized but also the possible release of metal ions is
suppressed, promoting ROS generation at low light con-
ditions and even in the dark, likely due to electron transfer
from Ti3+ sites to adsorbed molecules and synergetic in-
teraction of the O vacancies with the doped oxidized
metal.[27] Furthermore, it has long been recognized that
the high surface‐to‐volume ratio of nanostructures leads to
a decrease in the hole‐electron recombination rate as in
TiO2 and a faster interfacial charge carrier transfer rate.[28]

Yet only recently, the understanding of enhanced electron
transfer processes at edges and corners of heterogeneous
nanostructures contributing to oxygen reduction reactions
has been improved.[29]

In this study, plasma technology is investigated to
deposit Ag nano islets on TiOx films by magnetron
sputtering followed by plasma postoxidation to directly
generate O vacancies and Ag2O nanostructures having a
large interface area with the support. As substrates, ty-
pical materials for catheters such as polyurethane and
silicone were considered. It was observed that the gen-
eration of ROS strongly correlates with the antibacterial
efficacy of the metal oxide surfaces with negligible
leaching of metal ions, resulting in rapid killing of bac-
teria in contact and in solution. The ability to produce
ROS was followed over two years during storage in the
dark. While low activity was still maintained, the rapid‐
acting antibacterial mechanism could be restored by
visible light exposure.

Finally, the potential to tune surface wettability by
plasma polymer deposition on the metal oxide surface is
investigated as a novel approach, as it is well known that
wettability influences the adhesion of bacteria to abiotic
surfaces, often showing reduced adhesion on silicone‐
based hydrophobic surfaces following the so‐called Baier
curve.[30] A 4‐nm‐thin hydrophobic plasma polymer
layer using hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) as the
monomer was deposited on the ROS generating metal
oxide surface, and the antibacterial effect was found to
still maintain. Such novel multifunctional surfaces open
a wide range of potential applications.

2 of 17 | HEGEMANN ET AL.
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2 | EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1 | Plasma processing

A low‐pressure pilot‐scale reactor was used for plasma
deposition of TiOx and AgOx films, allowing plasma
cleaning/activation, magnetron sputtering from Ti and
Ag targets, and plasma postoxidation, which can be
subsequently performed in a one‐step process.[31] Here,
the notation TiOx and AgOx is used to indicate a rather
unspecified oxidized Ti or Ag state, which might com-
prise different or varying oxidation degrees, for example,
with depth, location, and aging.

Briefly, the used reactor contained a rotatable
drum (70 cm width, 60 cm in diameter) as RF‐driven
(13.56MHz) electrode and two places for targets (8 cm
distance to the drum electrode) with a water‐cooled
magnetron sputtering device. The samples were attached
to the drum electrode, and the chamber was evacuated to
10−3 Pa. After cleaning with Ar plasma (10min, gas flow
rate of 160 sccm, RF power of 400W, 10 Pa), an about
25‐nm‐thick layer of TiOx was sputtered from a metal
target (76 × 15.5 cm2) by Ar plasma (70 sccm, no O2 ad-
ded) using a rotation speed of 0.3 m/min in front of the
first Ti target (pulsed DC magnetron, 2000 W, 320 V,
0.8 Pa). Residual oxygen and water (as well as oxidation
at ambient air) result in the formation of nonstoichio-
metric TiOx.[20] Such TiOx coatings were taken as re-
ference, while for the Ag/TiOx coatings, an additional on
average 4‐nm‐thick Ag layer (4 μg cm−2) was subse-
quently sputtered from a silver target by Ar plasma
(70 sccm) using a rotation speed of 3 m/min in front of
the second target (DC magnetron, 600W, 400 V, 0.8 Pa).
The deposited Ag formed distinct nano islets consisting
of metal silver (Ag0).[32] To oxidize the Ag/TiOx coating,
plasma postoxidation was applied in an Ar/O2 plasma
(10min, 160/40 sccm, 500W, 10 Pa), yielding AgOx‐
doped TiOx coatings. Metallic and oxidized Ag nano
islets with 4 nm average thickness were also used as
reference deposited without the underlying TiOx film.

The 4‐nm hydrophobic cover layer was deposited by
plasma‐enhanced chemical vapor deposition following
an established protocol (10 s, Ar/HMDSO 20/4 sccm,
50W, 7 Pa).[33–35] All plasma process steps were per-
formed at low temperature (<70°C), thus allowing
treatment of sensitive materials, such as polymers,
textiles, nonwovens, or scaffolds.

Various substrate materials have been selected, such as
Si wafers and glass slides for characterization and medical‐
grade thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) and silicone
materials as used for urethral devices and catheters. All
coatings showed excellent adhesion following an appro-
priate cleaning method. The metal oxide coatings can also

be deposited on other fibrous materials (including non-
wovens and nanofibrous membranes), largely maintaining
their mechanical properties.[32,36] After the plasma pro-
cessing, the samples were stored in polypropylene bags in
a dark, ambient environment for different periods up to
2 years. For characterization, samples were cut and pro-
vided within minutes to avoid extended exposure to light
and possible catalyst reactivation unless light exposure
was examined on purpose.[37]

2.2 | Surface characterization

The morphology of the samples was investigated by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a Hitachi
S‐4800 microscope operating at accelerating voltages of
2 kV. The weakly conductive samples were imaged
without applying an additional conductive layer.

X‐ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS) measure-
ments were performed with a Scanning XPS Microprobe
(PHI VersaProbe II spectrometer, Physical Electronics)
with monochromatic Al Kα radiation (1486.6 eV) in
combination with argon ion depth profile sputtering.[20,36]

A photoemission take‐off angle of 45° (with respect to the
sample surface) was used. Operating pressure was below
5 × 10−7Pa. The samples directly adhered to a stainless
steel holder via a double‐sided tape and a randomly cho-
sen spot for each sample was analyzed using a micro-
focused X‐ray beam of diameter 100 µm (25W at 15 kV).
Sample charging was compensated using dual beam
charge neutralization and the obtained spectra were shif-
ted relative to the aliphatic carbon (C–C) at 285.0 eV.
Survey scan spectra (0–1100 eV) were acquired with an
energy step of 0.8 eV, an acquisition time of 160ms/data
point, and an analyzer pass energy of 187.85 eV. Higher‐
resolution regional spectra were acquired of C 1s, O 1s,
Ti 2p, and Ag 3d using an energy step of 0.125 eV, an
acquisition time of 1.9 s per data point, and an analyzer
pass energy of 29.35 eV. Under these conditions, the en-
ergy resolution (FWHM, full width at half‐maximum
height) measured on the Ag 3d5/2 line is 2.2 eV (surveys)
and 0.7 eV (regions), respectively. Intensity determination
and curve fitting was carried out with CasaXPS (software
version 2.3.16) using a fixed 70% Gaussian, 30% Lor-
entzian product function, and a Shirley‐type background
to fit the XPS spectra. More details about the XPS system
and measurement conditions have been previously pub-
lished.[38] Here, the Ti 2p spectrum was fitted using eight
components, four each belonging to the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2
spin‐orbit components, and representing different Ti oxi-
dation states: Ti(4) (TiO2), Ti(3) (Ti2O3), Ti(2) (TiO), and
Ti(0) (metallic). The energetic positions of the four bands
for 2p3/2 were fixed to literature values (454.1 eV for Ti(0),
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455.3 eV for Ti(2), 457.2 eV for Ti(3) and 459.2 eV for
Ti(4)).[39] The four bands for 2p1/2 had a fixed energy
separation to the corresponding bands of 2p3/2, where the
shift was taken from the literature value as 5.54 eV (for Ti
oxides) and 6.17 eV (for Ti metal).[40] The intensity ratio
between the 2p3/2 and the 2p1/2 component was fixed to
the theoretical value of 2:1.

The silver release was assessed by storing samples of
10 cm2 in 4ml ultrapure water for different periods at
room temperature in the dark. The resulting eluate was
analyzed by Inductively Coupled Plasma—Optical Emis-
sion Spectroscopy (ICP‐OES) using an Optima 3000 device
from Perkin Elmer (Ag lines at 328.068 and 338.289 nm).
The calibration was performed using an external silver
standard solution of 1 g L−1. Static water contact angles
were measured by depositing water drops (2 μl) using a
Krüss, DSA25 device averaging over a minimum of three
measurements at different places on the sample surface.

2.3 | Determination of ROS

To detect ROS generated from the coated samples, the
fluorogenic dye dihydrorhodamine 123 (DHR 123) was
used as it indicates the detection of peroxides (and per-
oxynitrites) by producing the fluorescent rhodamine 123,
while it does not react with superoxide radicals.[41] For
comparison, dihydroethidium (DHE) was also considered,
a fluorogenic dye useful for detecting any ROS, such as
species of superoxide‐, peroxide‐, and peroxynitrite‐
mediated oxidative chemistry.[41] The measurement was
carried out according to the dye manufacturer's instruc-
tions. Briefly, three replicates of each sample and controls
were placed in a 48‐well plate and immersed in 0.9ml
deionized water.[42] 0.1ml DHR 123 is added to the wells
(100 µM, to achieve the final 10 µM). The fluorescence
reading at zero time point was immediately taken (DHR:
excitation at 488 nm, emission at 535 nm; DHE: 358/
461 nm). Subsequently, the fluorescence readings of all
samples were obtained after 10min, and the fluorescence
ratio was calculated compared to the initial control
(TPU reference). Thereby, three technical repeats of 50 μl
each were pipetted and quantified with the fluorescent
spectrometer for each replicate. Selected samples were
also measured after 20 and 30min showing a steady
(nonlinear) increase of ROS generation.

2.4 | Assessment of antibacterial
properties

Antibacterial activity was first qualitatively assessed by
agar diffusion assay for the leaching effects and touch

test for contact killing.[43] Samples were punched into
9mm disks aseptically and immediately used for anti-
microbial testing. The Gram‐positive bacteria Staphylo-
coccus aureus MRSA and the Gram‐negative Escherichia
coli DSM 30083 were used here as two representative
pathogens.[44,45] Bacteria colonies from an agar plate
were incubated in Tryptic Soy Broth + 0.25% Glucose
(TSB) at 37°C overnight. The overnight culture was di-
luted to an OD600 nm of 0.1 in 5ml fresh TSB and culti-
vated for around 2 h until an exponential growth phase
was reached. The bacterial cultures were diluted with
sterile 0.9% NaCl to around 106 colony forming units
(CFU)ml–1. Hundred microliters of bacterial suspension
were spread on a PC‐agar plate, and triplicates of samples
to be tested were placed on the agar after the bacterial
lawn was allowed to dry. The agar plates with samples
were then incubated at 37°C overnight. Right after, the
growth inhibition zone was analyzed. In parallel, for
the touch test to evaluate the ability for contact killing,
the samples were placed on top of agar in triplicates for a
defined time (1, 10, and 30min) and then removed. The
bacterial growth on the touched area was analyzed after
overnight incubation at 37°C.

The antibacterial efficacy was further measured
quantitatively following a modified ASTM (American
Society for Testing and Materials) method as reported
previously.[46] Hundred microliters of bacterial suspension
in 0.9% NaCl with about 106 CFUml–1 was loaded on the
surface of the sample of 9mm diameter (0.64 cm2) and
incubated at 37°C for 10–60min. The suspension was
subsequently removed, and the samples were washed
twice with 1ml phosphate‐buffered saline (PBS) to remove
the adhered bacteria. The removed bacterial suspension
and the washing solution from each sample were collected
and mixed. The washed samples were placed in 2.5ml 1x
PBS, sonicated for 5min, and thereafter vigorously vor-
texed for 15 s. Serial dilutions of the two collected bacterial
mixtures were spotted on PC agar plates. All plates were
incubated at 37°C overnight. Bacterial colonies were
counted subsequently after overnight incubation to obtain
an estimation of the viable cells on each of the samples.
Again, for each measurement, three samples were
analyzed to obtain an average value.

2.5 | Cytotoxicity assay

Cytotoxicity of the plasma‐coated samples was analyzed
using normal human dermal fibroblasts (NHDFs;
C‐12352; PromoCell) following the ISO10993‐5 norm.
Samples were extracted in DMEM (Dulbecco's Modified
Eagle Medium) containing 1% penicillin/streptomycin/
neomycin with an extraction ratio of the surface area per

4 of 17 | HEGEMANN ET AL.
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medium volume of 3 cm2ml–1. Empty wells without any
sample were used as the negative control. The extraction
process was carried out at 37°C with 100% humidity and
5% CO2 for 1, 10, and 60min. NHDFs were seeded with
10 000 cells per well (TPP) in 100 μl DMEM containing
10% fetal calf serum (FCS) 1 day before incubation with
extracts. The NHDFs were then incubated for 24 h with
100 μl (95% extract + 5% FCS) by replacing the old media.
The viable NHDFs cells of negative control were set as
100%, and the ones incubated with 1% Triton X‐100 in
DMEM containing 5% FCS were regarded as the positive
control. Cell viability was measured using MTS [(3‐(4,
5‐dimethylthiazol‐2‐yl)−5‐(3‐carboxymethoxyphenyl)−2‐
(4‐sulfophenyl)−2H‐tetrazolium)] assay via the absor-
bance at 490 nm.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Plasma deposition of metal oxide
catalysts

Using magnetron sputtering from metal targets and
optionally plasma post‐oxidation, four different samples
were produced and further investigated: (i) 4‐nm‐thick
(on average) metallic silver (Ag0), (ii) plasma‐oxidized
4 nm silver coating (AgOx), (iii) ~25‐nm‐thick TiOx film,
oxidized at ambient air and used as a reference, and (iv)
4 nm of Ag deposited on ~25 nm TiOx and plasma‐
oxidized (AgOx/TiOx). At first, the morphology of the
samples was analyzed by SEM 1 day after deposition,
as presented in Figure 1. Ag0 formed nonclosed silver
islands on the different substrates that changed their
appearance after plasma oxidation, forming more

pronounced nano islands. At the same time, the metallic
appearance as seen by the plasmonic brownish color
vanished. When deposited on TiOx as support, the Ag
dopant formed particular nanostructures, named Ag
nano islets, upon plasma oxidation. TiOx itself revealed a
smooth surface.

The chemical binding state of the different samples
was analyzed by XPS, as displayed in Figure 2. For Ag0,
the binding energies were detected at 368.8 eV (Ag 3d5/2)
and 374.7 eV (Ag 3d3/2), thus slightly higher than gen-
erally reported for metallic silver.[47] This might be
caused by the nano character of the deposit as a positive
shift in binding energies has been reported for Ag na-
noparticles of size 20–100 nm.[48] Plasma oxidation yiel-
ded a negative shift of ~0.5 eV, indicating the formation
of a silver oxide (Figure 2a), which might mainly be
Ag2O but likely not pure.[47,49]

The TiOx coating was sputtered from a metallic Ti
target in an Ar plasma (without O2 addition). However, a
highly nonstoichiometric TiOx was formed as indicated
by the spin‐orbit components that are not clearly re-
solved due to the partial overlap between highly oxidized
components of Ti 2p3/2 with lower oxidized components
of Ti 2p1/2 (Figure 2b). Due to the partial overlapping of
the individual Ti oxidation states and the possible pre-
sence of intermediate species after short sputtering of the
TiOx surface in the XPS device, FWHM of the different Ti
components varied mainly between 1.5 and 2.3 eV, with
the Ti metal peak having a slightly narrower bandwidth
than the oxides. Oxidation processes during deposition
(by residual oxygen in the reactor) and mainly after de-
position (by exposure to ambient air) account for TiO2

formation at the outermost surface with increasing
metallic character in depth.[20] Note that this gradient in

FIGURE 1 Scanning electron microscopy
images of sputter‐deposited coatings on Si wafer.
(a) a 4‐nm‐thick Ag film as‐deposited and after
plasma post‐oxidation, yielding the formation of
pronounced nano islands. The inset picture
displays the plasmonic color of the metal Ag
film that vanishes upon oxidation. (b) The same
Ag film as‐deposited on the TiOx support.
Plasma postoxidation results in the formation of
nano islets offering a large interface area

HEGEMANN ET AL. | 5 of 17
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chemical composition effectively hinders photocatalytic
degradation of underlying polymeric substrates. To ex-
amine the effect of plasma post‐oxidation as applied after
Ag deposition, the oxidized TiOx samples were again
shortly sputtered within the XPS device to detect the
near‐surface composition. As seen in Figure 2c, plasma
oxidation produced a distinct defective TiOx film (also
named TiO2− x) characterized by a high amount of Ti3+

(accompanied by O vacancies) besides Ti4+ (TiO2) with a
lower metallic character than the nonoxidized re-
ference.[21,22,50] The selected amount of Ag as dopant on
the TiOx support thus provides a promising catalyst with
a large interface area between the oxidized Ag nano islets
and the defective TiOx.

3.2 | ROS generation

The metal oxide samples were tested for their ability to
produce ROS, as depicted in Figure 3. Since H2O2 can be
expected to be the most stable ROS produced from the
highly reactive intermediates, •O2

− and •OH,[51] mainly
the fluorogenic dye DHR 123 was used to detect the re-
lative ROS generation in water. In addition, TiOx na-
nostructures were reported to noticeably produce H2O2

as an antimicrobial agent.[52,53] For samples stored for
2 weeks in the dark, DHE covering ROS in general, was
used as well. As a non‐ROS‐producing reference, a TPU
sample was taken, and the obtained signal was arbitrarily
set to one. The comparison of DHR and DHE for plasma‐
oxidized Ag and AgOx‐doped TiOx demonstrated—as
expected—higher ROS signals using DHE, which even
became more pronounced by measuring after 30 min.

The catalyst AgOx/TiOx clearly outperformed AgOx
(Figure 3a). Relative ROS measurements for different
samples after different storage periods in the dark were
collected using DHR (Figure 3b). The catalytically active
coating AgOx/TiOx initially produced high amounts of
ROS that were slowly attenuated upon storage in the
dark followed over 2 years. Oxidized Ag coatings also
revealed enhanced ROS generation in the beginning,
while the less reactive, nonstoichiometric TiOx reference
showed a low yet continuous ROS generation (higher
than the TPU reference), probably owing to its me-
tastable state, as also known from TiOx nanoparticles.[52]

Likewise, Ag2O is known to be chemically reduced dur-
ing its catalytic activity but becomes stabilized when a
certain amount of Ag0 is formed, promoting continuous
mild ROS generation.[54]

Most of all, the AgOx‐doped TiOx samples offer nar-
row band gaps supported by oxygen vacancy states, as
schematically shown in Figure 4.[16,55] Hence, •O2

− and
•OH radicals should be readily produced by electron
transfer at the CB of TiOx and AgOx and oxidation by
holes at the VB, mainly on heterogeneous nanostructures.
Such radicals further react to singlet molecular oxygen
and hydrogen peroxide. The ROS measurements indicate
that the ability for such reactions might well be preserved
even during storage in the dark, whereby extended inter-
action times in water still produced significant amounts of
ROS, as demonstrated after about 100 days of storage.
Similar reactions can be expected for the plasma‐oxidized
Ag nanocoating and the TiOx reference. Importantly, the
samples can restore their ROS generation capability after
exposure to visible light (indoor lighting), even after
extended storage times in the dark.

FIGURE 2 X‐ray photoelectron spectroscopy spectra: (a) Four nanometers of Ag0 as‐deposited and plasma‐oxidized (AgOx) resulting in
a shift of the binding energies, (b) nonstoichiometric TiO as‐deposited for reference (without plasma oxidation), and (c) plasma‐oxidized
TiOx used as support for AgOx/TiOx. Note that short Ar sputtering (2 kV beam voltage) was used for spectra (b) and (c) before the
measurement

6 of 17 | HEGEMANN ET AL.
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3.3 | Antibacterial efficacy

The antibacterial activity of the metal oxide coatings was
assessed qualitatively using an agar diffusion assay and an
agar touch test to study the activity caused by active agents
leached from coatings and/or by contact killing at the
coating surface (Figure 5). Samples stored for different
periods at ambient conditions in the dark were studied.
All tested samples after storage for 2 weeks, including
TPU and Ag0, did not lead to any visible inhibition zone of
E. coli and S. aureus in the agar diffusion assay around the
spots where the three samples had been placed, suggesting
that the plasma‐coated samples did not release anti-
bacterial agents during overnight incubation.

To investigate the possible rapid contact killing
mechanism, a contact time of 10 min between samples

and bacteria was selected first for the touch test to qua-
litatively assess the degree of overgrowth after removal of
the triplicate samples. No visible inhibition of bacterial
growth was noticed within this short time for the control
sample TPU and Ag0, while reduced growth of E. coli but
not of S. aureus was found for the TiOx reference. On the
contrary, the oxidized Ag film and, most of all, the AgOx‐
doped TiOx demonstrated a high antibacterial activity
already within 10min of contact, revealing a stronger
effect against both E. coli and S. aureus.

Different storage periods and different contact times
were then investigated for AgOx/TiOx coatings interact-
ing with E. coli (Figure 6). Freshly deposited coatings
demonstrated a rapid action against E. coli by completely
killing within 1min as observed by the three dark spots
in the touch test where the samples had been placed.

FIGURE 3 ROS generation as measured by fluorogenic dyes in water relative to a TPU control (arbitrarily set at 1). (a) Comparison of
the two dyes: DHR (more specific for H2O2) and DHE (index for overall ROS generation), measured after 10 and 30min. Samples were
stored for 2 weeks in the dark. (b) DHR after 10min. versus storage time in the dark. The dark‐lined dot shows one ROS measurement after
30min. One AgOx/TiOx and one AgOx sample were reactivated by exposure to visible light (indoor lighting), yielding enhanced ROS
generation again. DHE, dihydroethidium; DHR, dihydrorhodamine; ROS, reactive oxygen species; TPU, thermoplastic polyurethane
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However, a small inhibition zone was detected in the
diffusion assay, indicating a low release of Ag ions during
overnight incubation. For samples stored for 2 weeks in
the dark, this releasing effect fully disappeared, while the
same coatings still revealed rapid action after 1 min and
excellent inhibition after 10 min (see Figure 5a). The
antibacterial efficacy was then maintained during at least
2 months of storage in the dark.

The AgOx/TiOx coating showed a similar behavior
when tested against S. aureus (data not shown); however,
with stronger antibacterial activity against E. coli. This
difference is likely caused by the different membrane
structure of the Gram‐negative (E. coli) and ‐positive
(S. aureus) bacterial species, which has been reported to
respond to ROS with different inactivation kinetics.[46]

Furthermore, S. aureus uses several defensive molecules
to counteract ROS.[9] Samples stored for 100 days in the
dark showed full bacterial overgrowth with a contact
time of 10 min, yet they revealed a minor inhibition for
both strains when the contact of the samples with
bacteria was extended to 30min (data not shown).
Importantly, the AgOx/TiOx catalytic surfaces could be
reactivated by visible light. Exposure to indoor lighting
for 10 h restored the contact killing activity of the sam-
ples stored for 100 days and repeated after storage for
8 months in dark conditions (Figure 6).

Quantitative analysis of the antibacterial efficacy of
the metal oxide coatings was further performed using a
bacterial suspension as described in Section 2. The short‐
time stored AgOx/TiOx samples (2 weeks in the dark)
clearly showed a rapid antibacterial activity, which led to
more than 1 and 4 log reduction of viable cells after

10 and 30min interaction, respectively. After 60 min, the
viable cells were completely eliminated and impossible to
measure anymore (Figure 7a). Samples produced in
different runs demonstrate the good repeatability of the
coating procedure. The samples stored for 1 month still
allowed rapid‐acting bacterial inhibition with about 2 log
and more than 4 log reduction of the viable cells after
30 and 60min, respectively (Figure 7b). With longer
storage times in the dark, the antibacterial effect required
increasing interaction times. Even after 100 days of
storage the samples still exhibited a minor activity within
1 h (Figure 7c). Similar antibacterial activity was
observed when NaCl was added or urine was used as a
solution (data not shown).

From the comparison of the antibacterial efficacy
with the attenuation of the ROS signal during storage in
the dark, it can be inferred that the rapid‐acting anti-
bacterial mechanism as observed for the examined metal
oxide coatings is based on ROS generation. This finding
is further supported by the absence of an inhibition zone
in the diffusion assay. The observation of a minor in-
hibition zone as noted for the highly reactive, metastable
AgOx/TiOx coatings tested shortly after deposition might
indicate that a small amount of chemisorbed Ag ions was
present at the surface that initially can be released, while
it gets stabilized within a few days.[56] SEM images cor-
roborate this assumption as demonstrated in Figure 8,
revealing that the smallest Ag islands observed on freshly
prepared AgOx/TiOx samples quickly disappeared during
storage. Hence, it can be expected that Ag ion release did
not contribute to the observed rapid‐acting antibacterial
efficacy, whereas ROS generated at the biointerface
yields contact killing and diffusion of ROS is responsible
for bacterial inhibition in solution.

3.4 | Silver release and biocompatibility

To further demonstrate the minimally leaching proper-
ties of the metal oxide catalyst, the Ag ion release was
determined by ICP‐OES after different periods of in-
cubation in ultrapure water. To this end, the investigated
AgOx‐doped TiOx coating was compared to an Ag0

coating (without TiOx support) that was previously op-
timized for a controlled Ag ion release (Figure 9). The
latter showed a steady Ag ion delivery avoiding an initial
burst release that is sufficient to kill bacteria within
several hours—clearly related to the release kinetics.
Noticeable bacterial reduction was observed after about
4–6 h corresponding to a cumulative Ag release of
~0.2 μg cm−2, yielding a minimum required Ag+ con-
centration of ~1.75 μg ml−1 (or ~1.75 ppm) for S. aureus
for the used conditions (here: 0.4 ml bacterial suspension

FIGURE 4 Schematic representation of the interfacial charge
transfer to adsorbed O2 and H2O of Ag2O supported on TiO2,
yielding reactive oxygen species generation. Oxygen vacancies in
TiO2 and doping by oxidized Ag allow narrow band gaps and thus
activation in low‐light conditions. CB, conduction band; VB,
valence band
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on 3.5 cm2 sample size), agreeing with findings for dif-
ferent Ag‐containing coatings.[4,5] After 10 days, about
half of the deposited Ag content has been leached, slowly
approaching saturation.

On the contrary, rapid‐acting, minimally leaching
antibacterial properties were obtained for the AgOx/TiOx
coating, clearly corresponding to the ROS generation
(Figure 9b). For example, after 1 h, Ag release of
~0.012 μg cm−2 was noted for freshly prepared samples,
yielding a concentration of ~0.075 ppm (0.1 ml bacterial

suspension on 0.64 cm2 sample size), while E. coli bac-
teria already showed >5 log reduction. According to the
literature, E. coli bacteria (MG 1655) also require Ag+

concentrations of around 1 ppm for a noticeable log‐scale
inhibition over a timescale of 6 h, probably slightly less
than for S. aureus.[57] Similar minimum bactericidal
concentrations were reported for E. coli (DSMZ 6897) and
S. aureus (DSMZ 1104) of 0.5–1.25 ppm and
1.25–2.5 ppm, respectively,[58] leaving merely a small
therapeutic window for Ag‐releasing systems.[59] After

FIGURE 5 Diffusion assay (upper row) and touch test (lower row) for samples stored for 2 weeks in the dark tested against (a)
Escherichia coli strain and (b) Staphylococcus aureus strain. While no sample revealed an inhibition zone by release effects during overnight
incubation, only the oxidized Ag and the AgOx/TiOx catalyst showed antibacterial efficacy. TPU, thermoplastic polyurethane

HEGEMANN ET AL. | 9 of 17
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6 h, a release of ~0.068 μg cm−2 (~0.44 ppm) was mea-
sured for freshly prepared samples of AgOx/TiOx, which
might account for the observed minor inhibition zone
after overnight incubation in the diffusion assay. More-
over, the initial minor Ag ion release slowed down after
several days of immersion in water, indicating stabiliza-
tion of the coatings, well agreeing with the findings as
discussed before. Note that the overall cumulative Ag

release content over 10 days from AgOx/TiOx corre-
sponds to an average Ag thickness of ~0.2 nm, that is, less
than one monolayer. Similar minimal releasing proper-
ties far below cytotoxicity levels have been reported for
Ag2O/ZrNO catalysts.[60]

Accordingly, no cytotoxicity was noted for AgOx/TiOx
samples (Figure 9c). Likewise, strongly H2O2‐producing
TiOx nanoparticles were reported to be generally safe and

FIGURE 6 Diffusion assay (upper row) and touch test (lower row) for AgOx/TiOx samples stored for different periods in the dark.
Initially, rapid contact killing appeared within 1min (left). The antibacterial effect is attenuated with storage time but can be reactivated in
visible light (far right). TPU, thermoplastic polyurethane

FIGURE 7 Modified ASTM method using E. coli strains to examine the antibacterial efficacy in solution (CFU, colony forming units).
(a) Samples stored for 2 weeks in the dark, (b) after 1 month of storage, and (c) after 100 days in the dark. ASTM, American Society for
Testing and Materials; TPU, thermoplastic polyurethane
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nontoxic, that is, causing no damage to liver, kidney, lung,
or heart tissue.[52] Ag0‐containing films, on the contrary,
induce Ag ion release‐related cytotoxicity.[5]

3.5 | Proposed mechanism

To enable further insights into the mechanism of the
antibacterial activity of AgOx/TiOx catalysts, which was
found to be preserved for a rather long period when
stored in the dark and, most importantly, can be restored
when exposed to visible light, samples stored in water
and in ambient air (in the dark) were analyzed by SEM
(Figure 10).

Ag0 formed larger particles upon storage in water,
presumably by Oswald ripening with the strong release
of Ag ions from the smaller particles until mainly the
larger particles are left in agreement with the Ag ion
release kinetics. It has been reported that oxidation of
thin Ag films can largely suppress Oswald ripening,
which should result in enhanced stability.[61] Different
from Ag0, for oxidized Ag, both storage in water and
ambient air yielded growth to larger nano islands,
maintaining the Ag island shape and Ag amount, prob-
ably related to Ag2O reduction and self‐stabilization.[54]

The change in morphology of the AgOx/TiOx catalyst
was again different. Samples analyzed 1 day after de-
position revealed pronounced Ag nano islets that devel-
oped into more particulate structures during extended
storage times. XPS analyses revealed that the oxidized
silver tends to be reduced to more metallic Ag during
storage in the dark, as indicated by a positive shift to-
ward the binding energies as observed for nonoxidized
silver islands (Figure 11a). It can thus be assumed that
this reduction process drove the observed restructuring.
Interestingly, the changes in surface morphology were
triggered by humidity when stored at ambient air in
the same way as for storage in water, only following a
different timescale. Similar findings on restructuring

processes upon storage in water or ambient air involving
H2O have been observed for various plasma‐deposited
metastable coating systems.[60,62–64] Upon reduction of
AgOx, the TiOx support became highly oxidized with few
Ti3+ sites left after 1 year of storage in the dark
(Figure 11b).

From the results obtained in this study, as well as
from state‐of‐the‐art, we can now propose a mechanism
for the observed catalytic activity of AgOx‐doped TiOx
coatings when stored in the dark. We assume that dis-
solved O2 can adsorb on the defective Ti3+/oxygen va-
cancy sites producing •O2

− by electron transfer, which is
promoted by a synergetic effect between the O vacancy
and the doped AgOx similar to the spontaneous CO2

dissociation on defective Cu/Ti catalysts.[27] Hence, ROS
can be generated at the plasma‐deposited catalyst surface
even in the dark (Figure 12).

The proposed mechanism induces reduction of Ag2O
and filling of the O vacancy, resulting in the attenuation
of ROS generation when stored in the dark, for example,
in opaque packaging. However, the Ag nano islets sup-
ported on TiOx can be reactivated by visible light due to
the excitation and reverse electron flow from the silver
deposits to the CB of TiOx, resulting in reoxidation to
Ag2O within hours.[37] Low‐light conditions are thus
sufficient to have a continuing ROS generating me-
chanism, which is used here for rapid antibacterial ac-
tivity outperforming Ag releasing systems. Furthermore,
the presented coatings comprising Ag nano islets on
titanium suboxide might also be of interest for the pho-
toreduction of cationic species and photo‐oxidation of
organics to treat toxic pollutants.[65]

3.6 | Plasma functionalization

While freshly prepared or light‐activated AgOx/TiOx
coatings provide a highly wettable surface, storage in the
dark retained a hydrophilic water contact angle of

FIGURE 8 Scanning electron microscopy image of a freshly prepared AgOx‐doped TiOx sample (left), which was stored for 2 weeks at
ambient air in the dark (right). Tiny silver islands that can be observed within areas having less pronounced nanostructures disappear upon
storage time
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50° ± 4° during the entire study period of 2 years, which
might be attributed to the sustained mild ROS generating
properties even in the dark. As surface wettability
strongly affects the binding strength and the number of
interacting macromolecules at the biointerface,[66] addi-
tional surface functionalization to adjust wettability be-
comes highly attractive, provided that the antibacterial

ROS mechanism can be maintained. Therefore, as a
proof of principle, the use of plasma polymerization to
functionalize the AgOx‐doped TiOx coating was in-
vestigated by deposition of an ultrathin, 4‐nm‐thick hy-
drophobic layer using an Ar/HMDSO plasma.[67] Such
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)‐like plasma polymer films
allow transmission of oxygen and water vapor.[68,69]

FIGURE 9 Antibacterial activity and
biocompatibility: (a) 4 nm Ag0 coating showing
bacterial inhibition of Staphylococcus aureus
according to the observed Ag ion release kinetic
during incubation in water; (b) AgOx‐doped
TiOx coating revealing minimal Ag ion release
within the first week of immersion in water,
which stabilized afterward (below detection
limit), whereas the rapid‐acting antibacterial
activity against Escherichia coli corresponds to
ROS generation; (c) the AgOx/TiOx coatings,
stored for 2 weeks in the dark, were found to be
noncytotoxic, maintaining around 100% viable
cells. ROS, reactive oxygen species; TPU,
thermoplastic polyurethane
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To some extent, also water penetration occurs to a film
depth of ~10 nm.[33,70–72] Water might also find access to
the catalyst surface through defects and phase bound-
aries in the hydrophobic cover layer caused by the

growth conditions on the Ag nano islet‐decorated TiOx
surface (Figure 13a).

The presence of water and oxygen at the catalyst in-
terface should thus promote the generation of ROS that

FIGURE 10 Samples were incubated for 2 weeks in water (in the dark) and 4 months stored at ambient air (in the dark). (a) Ag0 forms some
larger islands in the water, while most of the silver has been released. (b) Plasma oxidation results in more stable Ag structures independent of the
storage in water or air. (c) Oxidized Ag dopant on the TiOx support is reduced in the dark, showing comparable morphological changes when
stored in water or air. The morphology becomes similar to Ag0 stored in the water yet without noticeable Ag release

FIGURE 11 Long‐term storage of AgOx/TiOx in the dark analyzed by X‐ray photoelectron spectrometry: (a) AgOx is reduced to Ag0, (b)
the TiOx support is further oxidized mainly comprising TiO2 in the near‐surface region

HEGEMANN ET AL. | 13 of 17
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might diffuse out of the cover layer. Note that the surface
functionalization should be resistant to the highly oxidiz-
ing conditions induced by •O2

− and •OH production. Sili-
cone coatings are generally able to resist such conditions
and have thus been applied on various catalysts, including
Ag/TiO2, demonstrating that the catalytic activity can be
maintained when water and oxygen can still reach the
catalyst surface.[73–75] Slight oxidation of deposited PDMS
might even help to increase the photocatalytic activity of
TiO2 while stabilizing the catalyst.[76] Compared to the
reported wet‐chemical coatings, plasma polymerization
allows to adjust the thickness, crosslinking, nanoporosity,
and wettability at the nanoscale.[67]

To this end, AgOx/TiOx samples stored for 8 months
in the dark were functionalized by the HMDSO‐derived
plasma layer yielding a water contact angle of 102° ± 3°

that was retained upon storage in ambient air followed
over 6 months. The antibacterial efficacy was then as-
sessed in an agar touch test after exposure to visible light
for 10 h (Figure 13b). Both the reactivated AgOx/TiOx
sample and the HMDSO‐functionalized sample revealed
good inhibition of E. coli. On the contrary, only a minor
effect was observed for S. aureus, two out of three sample
positions on the agar medium showed full overgrowth.

It has been reported that the Gram‐positive S. aureus is
mainly inactivated by singlet molecular oxygen.[77] 1O2 is a
rather short‐living radical with a half‐life of ~4 μs in water
corresponding to a narrow diffusion length.[51,78] It might
thus be assumed that this radical is less effective for bac-
teria inactivation at the catalyst surface, especially for
light‐reactivated samples. More stable ROS such as hy-
drogen peroxide might thus indeed become the chief

FIGURE 12 Schematic representation of the possible mechanism allowing ROS (reactive oxygen species) generation in the dark and
reactivation by visible light at defective Ag/TiOx catalyst surfaces. (a, b) An electron is transferred to adsorbed O2 at an oxygen vacancy (blue
square), yielding the superoxide anion. (c, d) Further adsorbed O2 can be reduced to •O2

− without external activation, for example, in the
dark; however, oxygen vacancies are filled, and Ag is reduced. (d)–(b) Visible light activation stimulates reoxidation of Ag, which restores
the catalytic activity

FIGURE 13 (a) Scanning electron microscopy image of a hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO)‐coated Ag/TiOx catalyst surface indicating
the formation of defects and phase boundaries within the 4‐nm‐thick plasma polymer layer. (b) Agar touch assay performed over 30min
with samples stored for 8 months in the dark, then light‐activated for 10 h. Good inhibition was restored against Escherichia coli strains, also
for HMDSO‐functionalized AgOx/TiOx samples, while only minor inhibition was observed for Staphylococcus aureus strains. TPU,
thermoplastic polyurethane
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antibacterial type as produced by quick conversion of •O2
−

to H2O2.
[14] However, surface functionalization by plasma

polymerization was found to be a suitable method.

4 | CONCLUSION

For many applications using materials in contact with
biointerfaces that benefit from antibacterial surfaces, sto-
rage or use in the dark is a requirement: catheters, im-
plants, percutaneous medical products, medical tubes and
valves, wound dressings, air filtration, face masks, just to
name a few. Furthermore, the potential release of toxic
substances should be avoided allowing biocompatibility in
all conditions. To fulfill such requirements, defective TiOx
coatings were investigated as deposited by magnetron
sputtering. Doping with Ag nano islands and subsequent
plasma oxidation produced a catalyst surface showing a
pronounced metal oxide nanostructure with a high inter-
facial area. Redox processes taking place at the catalyst
surface when water and (dissolved) oxygen are present
produce the highly oxidizing radicals, •O2

− and •OH, by
electron transfer and oxidation at holes, respectively, pro-
moted by oxygen vacancies in the plasma‐deposited TiOx
and narrow band gaps. Such radicals yield the generation of
further ROS that have a strong antibacterial efficacy en-
abling contact killing within minutes directly at the catalyst
surface but also efficient bacteria inhibition in a volume
above the surface independent of the used solution. This
ROS‐generated antibacterial activity was significantly more
rapid‐acting than conventional Ag release systems, while
only showing minor initial Ag ion release stabilizing upon
storage. Most of all, storage at ambient air in the dark
maintained antibacterial activity over at least 2 months;
however, with decreasing efficacy due to attenuated pro-
duction of ROS. Redox processes filling oxygen vacancies in
TiOx accompanied by reduction of the Ag dopant are as-
sumed to be responsible for the ongoing yet diminished
activity in the dark. Importantly, the antibacterial activity
can be restored by light stimulation using indoor lighting.

Furthermore, the AgOx/TiOx catalyst can be func-
tionalized by deposition of a PDMS‐like plasma polymer
film providing a hydrophobic surface combined with
ROS‐mediated antibacterial properties. Such AgOx nano
islet coatings on defective TiOx supports can be deposited
in a one‐step plasma process comprising plasma activa-
tion, Ti sputtering, Ag sputtering, and plasma post‐
oxidation—even applying an additional surface functio-
nalization by plasma polymerization. Therefore, many
industrial applications are opened up, where materials
with sustained antibacterial properties are required to
avoid not only the leaching of biocidal substances but
also for various fields requiring catalytic surfaces.
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